PRESS RELEASE

Energenie launches camping and holiday range
Recharge your batteries on holiday – literally – with Energenie for the Traveller
11 May, 2010 – Energenie, the manufacturer of energy-saving and charging accessories,
today launches a range of products for campers, festival goers and holiday makers. The
Energenie for the Traveller range includes dynamo torches and mobile phone chargers,
portable battery chargers, and plug adaptors for over 150 countries – including a World Cup
ready charger for South Africa.
Available now from www.energenie4u.co.uk, the new range provides holiday makers with
everything they need to use their gadgets abroad, stay green and - with emergency chargers
for mobile phones – stay connected.
Alan J. Tadd, Managing Director, Energenie, said: “Whether you’re holidaying in the UK or
abroad, in a hotel or a field, the Energenie travel range has something to offer. From
essential plug adaptors to products that help you stay green on the go – don’t pack your
case without checking the site.”
The Energenie for the Traveller range includes:
South African World Cup Adapter - £3.99
An adapter which converts plugs from the UK, Europe, America,
Australia, and Italy to the South African system.

Dynamo chargers:
Hand Charger for Mobile Phones with flashlight and FM radio - £12.99
This hand-powered torch is also an emergency mobile
phone charger and FM radio and includes a super loud
emergency alarm. Rotate the handle for 2 minutes to charge
your mobile phone for a 1-4 min conversation, or rotate for 1
minute to power up the torch for 30 minutes. The torch uses
LEDs instead of bulbs and is water-resistant.
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Hand Charger for Mobile Phones with Flashlight - £8.99
Hand-powered torch and emergency phone charger.

Plug adaptors
Travel Adaptor Set - £5.99
The new travel adaptor set can be used in over 150 countries on
six continents. It consists of five interlocking parts for ideal
storage while travelling.

Mobile Phone AA Battery Emergency Charger - £4.99
This compact travel mobile phone charger keeps an
almost discharged phone working for some
emergency calls. Uses a single AA battery
More information about the range can be found here.
Samples available to review, please contact energenie@kaizo.net.
-ENDSAbout Energenie
Energenie is recommended and certified by the Energy Saving Trust and currently has
listings and sales agreements with Scottish Power, EDF and Scotts & Co.
For more information about Energenie’s range of products for the home
and the office, please visit www.energenie4.u.co.uk.
For more information about Energenie, please visit:
www.energenie4u.co.uk
Press contacts:
Neil Hallmark
Kaizo
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